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ABSTRACT: Membrane fusion mediated by Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor activating 17 

protein receptor (SNARE) proteins is an important cellular process. For neuronal SNAREs, the single 18 

transmembrane domain has been proposed to pass zippering energy to membranes for inducing fast 19 

fusion. In contrast, the SNARE protein, syntaxin 17, for membrane fusion involved in autophagosome 20 

maturation contains an unusual V-shape double-transmembrane domain that may influence its capability 21 

to pass energy. Here, we showed that this double-transmembrane domain significantly reduces fusion 22 

with an in vitro reconstitution system. Through theoretic modelling, we found that this V-shape 23 
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double-transmembrane domain increases lipid-protein mismatch, which reduces the energy transduction 24 

for fusion. Moreover, our model also revealed the involvement of 2-3 SNAREs in a general fusion 25 

process. 26 

27 

RUNNING TITLE: Transmembrane domain in fusion 28 

29 

SIGNIFICANT STATEMENT: Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor activating protein receptors 30 

(SNAREs) serve as the molecular machine to mediate membrane fusion. The zipper formation of core 31 

structure extending to membranes by two single transmembrena domains (TMDs) is the main driving 32 

force of membrane fusion. The role of TMD in fusion is unclear. By adding an extra TMD, we found 33 

that the hydrophobic mismatch effect between the thickness of the membrane and the length of TMDs 34 

plays an important role in regulating fusion. 35 

36 
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INTRODUCTION 37 

As a ubiquitous cellular process, membrane fusion plays a decisive role in the neurotransmission, drug 38 

delivery, exo- and endocytosis (1-4). Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor activating protein 39 

receptors (SNAREs) serve as the molecular machine to mediate neurotransmission and other fusion 40 

process (5, 6). The core structure of neuronal SNAREs is compposed of synaptobrevin-2 (Syb 2, also 41 

called VAMP2: vesicle-associated membrane protein 2), syntaxin-1 (Syx 1), and SNAP-25. The 42 

C-terminal single transmembrane domain (TMD) of Syb 2 anchored on the synaptic vesicles and the 43 

C-terminal single TMD of Syx 1 located in the plasma membrane. They winded with SNAP-25 and 44 

formed a 4-helical SNARE core structure (7). The extenstion of the zipper formation of core structure to 45 

membranes by these two single TMDs is the main driving force of membrane fusion (8). Most SNARE 46 

proteins contain a single TMD except for syntaxin 17 (Syx 17) that contains unique V-shape double 47 

TMDs and serves in the fusion process between autophagosomes and lysosomes (9, 10) (Fig. S1). 48 

Determining the influence of Syx 17 double TMDs in membrane fusion is important for the mechanistic 49 

understanding of fusion regulation. 50 

51 

Membrane fusion can be regulated by the physicochemical property of the lipids and the structure of 52 

SNAREs (1, 11-16). For instance, Katsov et al. (11) investigated how lipid compositions influences 53 

fusion process, suggesting that lipids with spontaneous negative curvature (e.g. 54 

phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and cholesterol (CHOL)) have a lower energy barrier to accomplish 55 

fusion process. Furthermore, Jackson took into account the deformation and motion of the membrane 56 

and SNAREs TMDs into a theoretical model and showed the impact of TMD properties (e.g. TMDs’ 57 

stiffness and numbers) on the fusion energy profile and fusion rate (13). To the best of our knowledge, 58 
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most previous studies focused on the membrane or the SNAREs individually, the influence of 59 

lipid-SNAREs interaction on the fusion process is still unclear.  60 

 61 

When SNAREs, particularly those containing transmembrane domains (TMDs) (e.g. Syb and Syx), 62 

insert into the membrane, a hydrophobic mismatch can occur between the lipid bilayer and TMDs due to 63 

different size of the lipid bilayer thickness and the length of TMDs. Such a hydrophobic mismatch could 64 

tilt the insertion angle of the axis of TMDs depending on the TMD’s length and membrane composition 65 

(17-19). Consequently, this hydrophobic mismatch can affect the structure of TMDs, change the local 66 

distribution of SNAREs, and even influence the fusion rate (20, 21). Motivated by these results, we 67 

reason that lipid-SNAREs interaction can exert critical effects on membrane fusion. To date, however, 68 

rare model includes the lipid-SNAREs interaction in the mechanistic study of membrane fusion.  69 

 70 

To study the role of TMD in membrane fusion, we used a new approach of adding TMD, which is 71 

different with previous assay of removing TMD (22). Through ensemble lipid-mixing and single-vesicle 72 

docking assays, we showed that a double TMDs from Syx 17 reduced the fusion rate about 4 times 73 

compared to a single TMD domain from the wildtype Syx 1 (Syx 1 WT). To explain this difference, we 74 

determined the effect of lipid-SNAREs mismatch on the membrane fusion process by introducing a 75 

theoretical model that treats lipid-protein interaction explicitly. This model shows that increased 76 

lipid-SNAREs mismatch should slow down the fusion process, which is supported by the experimental 77 

result that double TMDs reduce the membrane fusion rate. Our results provide both theoretical and 78 

experimental frameworks for the mechanistic study of the regulatory roles of lipid-SNAREs interaction 79 

involved in the membrane fusion process.  80 

 81 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 82 

Protein preparation  83 

All proteins were from rat and expressed and purified as described by (23-25). Briefly, his-tagged Syx 1 84 

WT, Syx 1/17 containing the cytoplasmic domain of Syx 1 and the double transmembrane domains of 85 

Sxy 17, Syb 2, and SNAP-25 were expressed in E. coli and purified using a combination of Ni-NTA 86 

affinity (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 column (GE 87 

Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden). His-tags were removed with TEV protease.   88 

 89 

Ensemble lipid mixing  90 

A step-by-step protocol for SNARE protein purification and v-/t-SNARE vesicle reconstitution for lipid 91 

mixing experiments has been reported in our previous publication (26). The protein to lipid ratio was 92 

1:200 for both t-SNARE and v-SNARE vesicles, by which approximately 100-200 copyies of SNARE 93 

proteins would be reconstituted to individual vesicles (27, 28). DiI-labeled t-SNARE vesicles and 94 

DiD-labeled v-SNARE vesicles were mixed at a molar ratio of 1:1. To demonstrate the activity of 95 

vesicle fusion via lipid mixing, we measured acceptor fluorescence intensity by FRET using a 96 

fluorescence spectrometer (Varian Cary). Wavelengths of 530 and 670 nm were used for excitation of 97 

donor (DiI) and emission of acceptor (DiD), respectively. All experiments were performed at 35 
o
C. 98 

 99 

Single vesicle docking  100 

A detailed protocol for this step has been previously described (29, 30). The PEGylated surface of the 101 

microfluidic chamber was incubated with neutravidin (Invitrogen) for 5 min and washed with buffer. 102 

The v-vesicles were immobilized on the surface with a 5-min incubation, and washed with buffer to 103 

remove free vesicles. Then, t-vesicles were injected and washed after 15 min of incubation. Docked 104 
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t-vesicles were excited by a 532-nm laser (Crystal laser) on a total internal reflection fluorescence 105 

microscopy (Nikon). The docking number per an imaging area (45 × 90 μm
2
) was analyzed and 106 

averaged by using a customized program written in C++ (Microsoft). 107 

 108 

RESULTS 109 

To check the influence of double TMDs on fusion, we performed experiments to investigate how the 110 

hydrophobic mismatch changes the fusion rate. Firstly, the double TMDs of Syx 17 was hybridized with 111 

Syx 1 WT (named as Syx 1/17) to eliminate the residue sequences difference of their zipping domains. 112 

We then performed an ensemble lipid-mixing assay to study the influence of double TMDs on the fusion 113 

process (Fig. 1A) The fluorescence intensity produced by FRET between the donor and acceptor dyes in 114 

vesicles was measured for ~1800 s (Fig. 1B). The same v-SNARE vesicles reconstituted with Syb 2 115 

were used for vesicles reconstituted with Syx 1 WT or Syx 1/17. During the whole course of fusion, the 116 

intensity of Syx 1 WT system is higher than that of Syx 1/17, indicating that the fusion rate of Syx 1 WT 117 

system is higher than that of Syx 1/17. By fitting the fluorescence intensity curve, we found that the 118 

fusion rate K of Syx 1 WT system is ~3.6-4.1 times as much as that of Syx 1/17. To eliminate the 119 

influence of double TMDs on vesicle docking, the rate-limiting step of ensemble experiments, we also 120 

performed the single-vesicle docking assay (Fig. S2). No difference on docking was observed (Fig. 121 

S2B), indicating that the reduced lipid mixing lies on the fusion step. Moreover, since the vesicle 122 

docking is induced by the interaction of SNARE domains, the result shown in Fig. S2B also implies the 123 

reconstituted level of t-SNARE proteins for Syx 1 WT and Syx 1/17 vesicles was similar and the fusion 124 

reduction was mainly caused by the difference of TMDs.  125 

 126 
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A theoretical model was introduced to investigate the influence of length mismatch between lipid 127 

thickness and TMDs on the membrane fusion. Three representative structures were used to capture the 128 

fusion process (Fig. 2A) (31). In the beginning state, the tilted TMDs of Syx and Syb formed bundles in 129 

the membrane respectively (Fig. 2A,   state); with the zipping of SNARE core helical structure, the 130 

TMDs rotated and moved along with membrane deformation (Fig. 2A,   state); after SNARE zipping 131 

finished, two opposed membranes merged and a fusion pore formed, the TMDs of Syx and Syb came to 132 

close contact (Fig. 2A,   state). In our theoretical model, we described the fusion process with a 133 

reaction coordinate d , the distance between the tails of transmembrane domain, as shown in the state 134 

  of Fig. 2A. This distance stays at its minimum, mind , before fusion begins at the state  . The 135 

distance reaches its maximum, max 2d b , after fusion completes at the state of  , where b  is the 136 

length of TMDs. Because d  monotonically increases from   to   state, we could use a 137 

dimensionless parameter,      min max mind d d d d    , to describe the fusion process. Note that 138 

  0d   at state   and   1d   at state  . 139 

The energy involved the fusion process was divided into three parts 140 

t Zipping poreE E E E                                     (1) 141 

in which tE  is the energy contribution of lipid-protein mismatch; 
ZippingE  is the releasing energy by 142 

SNARE zipping; and 
poreE  is the energy cost of the membrane deformation to form a fusion pore. As 143 

described by previous studies, a mismatch may exist between the thickness of the membrane and the 144 

length of TMDs, which will tilt TMDs in the membrane after their insertion (17-19). For TMDs with 145 

lipid-protein mismatch, some hydrophobic region will extend out of membrane if the TMDs were to 146 

insert into the membrane vertically (Fig. 2B) and increase the interfacial energy of the extruded region. 147 

Thus, the TMDs prefer to insert into the membrane with a tilt angle t  to bury all the hydrophobic area 148 
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(Fig. 2B). Accordingly, the total interfacial energy varies with the tilt angle t . Here, we assume that 149 

the tile angle t  changes linearly during TMD insertion into membrane during the fusion process, in 150 

which case, the tilt energy becomes 151 

  0t t tE N E d                                    (2) 152 

where tN  is the number of TMDs involving in the fusion process. For single SNARE, 2tN   (TMD 153 

from Syx1 WT and Syb). For two SNAREs, 4tN   etc.. t0E  is the tilt energy for one TMD change 154 

during the fusion process. The length of TMD and membrane composition can significantly influence 155 

the suitable tilt angle and energy profile (17, 19). According to previous studies (18, 19), the energy 156 

barrier, '

0 ~ 4.6 6.1t BE k T  for tilt energy changes from the minimum to the maximum. As shown in Fig. 157 

2C, when the fusion process finishes and Syx comes to close contact with Syb, both the TMDs insert in 158 

the membrane with a residual tilt angle 0t  due to the radius of TMDs (Fig. 2C). The radius of 159 

membrane contour curvature mR  (Fig. 2C) was estimated in a range of 3-10 nm based on previous 160 

simulations and experiment results (13, 32-36), the radius of TMDs is 0.35r nm  (13). Therefore, the 161 

residual tilt angle after the fusion process finishes can be calculated  0 arcsint mr R   (Fig. 2C), and 162 

0t  comes to ~2.0 6.7  . As a result, the tilt energy changes during fusion process from   to   163 

state t0 ~ 2.7 4.7 BE k T  (18, 19). 164 

 165 

The energy of each SNARE released during the fusion process is 
0 35SNARE

BE k T (37). 
ZippingE  is the 166 

energy of SNAREs zipping which are assumed to be linear with the normalized fusion process 167 

min
0

max min

SNARE

zipping

d d
E N E

d d


  


                            (3) 168 
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Finally, 
poreE  is the energy cost to form a fusion pore on the membrane during the fusion process. This 169 

energy profile changes with the fusion process and could be fit by a Gauss function with an energy 170 

barrier of 0 34.3pore

BE k T  (38). The maximum energy barrier was assumed to be located in the middle 171 

of the fusion process 172 

 
2

min max

2

2

2
0 0

d d d

pore

poreE y E e 

   


                             (4) 173 

The parameters used in this study were listed in Table 1. 174 

 175 

To calculate the fusion rate, according to the Kramers’ theory (13, 39, 40), the reaction rate k  can be 176 

written as 177 

/ Bwell barrier E k Tk e
f

  
                                (5) 178 

where E  is the energy barrier of the reaction. well  and barrier  are the quadratic coefficients for the 179 

energy profile at the minimum and at the peak of the barrier, respectively. f  is a constant related to the 180 

diffusion coefficient. Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, and T  is the absolute temperature. Finally, we got 181 

the fusion rate ratio between two reactions of i  and j  182 

 i j
B

i i
E E k Twell barrieri

j j
j well barrier

k
e

k

 

 

  



                            (6) 183 

 184 

The total energy profiles during membrane fusion were calculated with different number of SNAREs. 185 

The energy profiles and energy barrier for N = 1-3 were shown in Fig. 3A. The energy barriers decrease 186 

with an increasing number of SNAREs taking part in the fusion process. When three or more SNAREs 187 

were involved in the fusion process, the energy barrier during the fusion process nearly vanished (see 188 
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Fig. 3A). As a result, fusion will finish rapidly, which is consistent with the previous study that efficient 189 

fusion requires three or more SNARE complexes (41). 190 

 191 

To investigate the influence of hydrophobic mismatch between the lipid bilayer and TMDs on the fusion 192 

process, we calculate the energy profile with and without hydrophobic mismatch with two SNAREs 193 

during fusion. Compared with fusion process without hydrophobic mismatch, the energy barrier of 194 

fusion process with hydrophobic mismatch is ~2.8 Bk T  higher (Fig. 3B). At the beginning of fusion 195 

with hydrophobic mismatch, the TMDs are tilted in the membrane (see   state in Fig. 2A). After the 196 

formation of fusion pore, the TMDs of Syb and Syx contact with each other and will be almost 197 

perpendicular to the membrane (see   state in Fig. 2A and Fig. 2C). The energy profile changes and 198 

the energy barrier increases if the lipid-protein mismatch was involved. Thus, the fusion process with 199 

hydrophobic mismatch experiences a higher energy barrier and leads to a slower fusion rate.  200 

 201 

To analyze our experimental results in Fig. 1, we investigated the influence of double TMDs with our 202 

theoretical model. The tilt energy change during the fusion process with double TMDs is larger than that 203 

of single TMD, which was mainly due to larger TMD numbers tN . The calculated difference between 204 

single TMD and double TMDs is shown in Fig. S3. The energy profile during the fusion process is 205 

shown in Fig. 4A. When two SNAREs take part in the fusion process, the double TMDs increases the 206 

fusion energy barrier and reduces fusion rate. The energy barrier of Syx 1/17 is ~1.53 Bk T  higher than 207 

that of Syx 1 WT, so that the fusion rate of Syx1 WT is ~4.6 times higher than that of Syx 1/17, 208 

consistent with the experimental result (Fig. 1B). Both our experimental and theoretical results showed 209 

that double TMDs reduce fusion rate significantly, which could explain why the fusion process of 210 

autophagosomes and lysosomes is slower than the fusion during neurotransmission (22, 42). 211 
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 212 

Considering the hydrophobic mismatch effect, we predict that, when 1-3 SNAREs were involved in the 213 

fusion process, the fusion rate of Syx 1 WT can be ~1.8-4.9 times higher than that of Syx 1/17 (Fig. 4B). 214 

The FRET experiment showed that the fusion rate of Syx 1 WT system is ~3.6-4.1 times higher than that 215 

of Syx 1/17. Since we used the physiological relevant level of lipids and proteins (43), our results 216 

indicate that the number of SNAREs involved in a general fusion process is likely to be 2 to 3 (see Fig. 217 

4B). 218 

 219 

DISCUSSION 220 

The interplay between protein and membrane is essential for inducing and regulating membrane fusion 221 

(44). As the direct link between SNAREs and membrane, TMD stays the center of biophysical and 222 

biochemical researches of SNARE-mediated membrane fusion (45), especially for fusion pore opening 223 

(46). Previously, the TMD interaction of multiple Syx 1 proteins has been proposed for fusion pore 224 

opening (47). However, replacing the single TMD of Syx 1 with a lipid anchor showed no effect on 225 

synaptic transmission (22). To solve this issue, we studied how the hydrophobic mismatch between the 226 

membrane and TMD affects the fusion process by theoretical modeling and in vitro reconstitution 227 

experiments. The uniqueness of our study is adding an extra TMD to increase lipid-protein mismatch, 228 

instead of deleting TMD. Both of our theoretical and experimental results showed that the hydrophobic 229 

mismatch effect between the thickness of the membrane and the length of TMDs reduces the fusion rate.  230 

 231 

Moreover, our theoretical modeling not only explains the role of double TMDs in reducing fusion rate 232 

but also reveals the number of SNAREs involved in fusion. The SNARE number involved in a fusion 233 

process is a hotspot in the fusion related researches (13, 41, 48-51), controversy still exists and the 234 
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proposed number range from one to some dozens (49). For example, some studies proposed that more 235 

than a dozen of SNAREs were needed for fusion (48, 49). In contrast, it was also proposed that only a 236 

small number of SNAREs can complete the fusion process (41, 50, 51). For example, Bogaart et al. 237 

proposed that only one SNARE could lead to fusion (50), while some experimental results showed that 238 

one to three SNAREs are sufficient for completing the membrane fusion (41, 51). Our results showed 239 

that 2-3 SNAREs are involved in a general fusion process, which is consistent with previous studies (41, 240 

49-51).  241 
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Table 1. The definitions and parameters for the theoretical model. 392 

Symbol Definition Values Ref 

N  Number of SNARE complexes 1-3 (41) 

r  Radius of TMDs 
o

3.5 A  
(13) 

mR
 

Radius of membrane contour curvature 3-10nm 
(13, 

32-35) 

t0E  Tilt energy change during fusion process ~ 2.7 4.7 Bk T  (18, 19) 

𝐸𝑏
𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒

 Energy to generate a membrane fusion pore 34.3 Bk T  (38) 

0y  Gauss curvature parameter -1.01 Bk T  
Fitting 

with (38) 

0

poreE  Gauss curvature parameter 35.3 Bk T  
Fitting 

with (38) 

  Gauss curvature parameter 0.188nm 
Fitting 

with (38) 

SNAREE  Energy provided by one SNARE protein 35 Bk T  (37) 
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 394 

Figure 1. The double TMDs reduces fusion rate in vitro. (A) The illustration of v-vesicles and t-vesicles 395 

fusion. (B) Fusion of v-vesicles and t-vesicles reconstituted with syntaxin 1 wild-type (Syx 1 WT) or 396 

syntaxin 1 hybridized to a double TMDs of syntaxin 17 (Syx 1/17). The y axis is acceptor fluorescence 397 

intensity produced by FRET between the donor and acceptor dyes in vesicles, a measure of the activity 398 

of vesicle fusion with lipid mixing. 399 
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 401 
Figure 2. The fusion process with lipid-protein hydrophobic mismatch. (A) The representative structures 402 

of transition process from protein anchored in the membrane to fusion pore formation. TMDs rotated 403 

and moved, membrane deformed with fusion process from   to  . d , mind , and maxd  is the 404 

distance between the transmembrane domain’s tails at different states, respectively. (B) The illustration 405 

of tE  energy contribution. tE  is the energy which represent the TMDs tilt (lipid-protein hydrophobic 406 

mismatch). b  is the length of TMDs. t  is the tilt angle, which is the angle between the direction of 407 

TMDs and normal direction of membrane. (C) Illustration of lipid-protein mismatch interface in   408 

state. 0t  is the residual tilt angle when the fusion process finished. mR  is the radius of membrane 409 

contour curvature. r  is the radius of TMD. The residual tilt angle 0t  can be calculated as 410 

 0 arcsint mr R  . (D) The profile of fusion pore formation energy 
poreE  as a function of the fusion 411 

process was set as a Gauss curvature (38). 412 
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 414 

Figure 3. (A) The fusion energy profiles and barrier changed with different SNAREs number. (B) The 415 

energy profile of fusion process with and without mismatch as a function of fusion process. Two 416 

SNAREs were assumed to take part in the fusion process.  417 
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 419 

Figure 4. Theoretic analysis of fusion for Syx 1 WT and Syx 1/17. (A) The energy profiles of Syx 1 WT 420 

and Syx 1/17 as function of fusion process. Two SNAREs were assumed to take part in the fusion 421 

process. (B) The ratio of fusion velocity between Syx 1 WT and Syx 1/17 with various SNAREs number 422 

predicted by the theoretical model was compared with the experiment results. The light grey shadow 423 

region represented that tilt energy t0E  varies from 2.7 to 4.7 Bk T  and SNAREs number varies from 1 424 

to 3. 425 
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